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Abstract—One of the most important properties of dis-
tributed computing systems (e.g., Apache Spark, Apache
Hadoop, etc) on clusters and computation clouds is the ability
to scale out by adding more compute nodes to the cluster.
This important feature can lead to performance gain provided
the computation (or the algorithm) itself can scale out. In
other words, the computation (or the algorithm) should
be easily decomposable into smaller units of work to be
distributed among the workers based on the hardware/soft-
ware configuration of the cluster or the cloud. Additionally,
on such clusters, there is an important trade-off between
communication cost, parallelism, and memory requirement.
Due to the scalability need as well as this trade-off, it is
crucial to have a well-decomposable, adaptive, tunable, and
scalable program. Tunability enables the programmer to find
an optimal point in the trade-off spectrum to execute the
program efficiently on a specific cluster. We design and imple-
ment well-decomposable and tunable dynamic programming
algorithms from the Gaussian Elimination Paradigm (GEP),
such as Floyd-Warshall’s all-pairs shortest path and Gaussian
elimination without pivoting, for execution on Apache Spark.
Our implementations are based on parametric multi-way
recursive divide-&-conquer algorithms. We explain how to
map implementations of those grid-based parallel algorithms
to the Spark framework. Finally, we provide experimental
results illustrating the performance, scalability, and porta-
bility of our Spark programs. We show that offloading
the computation to an OpenMP environment (by running
parallel recursive kernels) within Spark is at least partially
responsible for a 2− 5× speedup of the DP benchmarks.

Index Terms—Dynamic Programming, Recursive Divide-
&-Conquer, Distributed-memory Computing, Apache Spark,
I/O-efficiency, Communication-efficiency, Polyhedral Compi-
lation.

I. Introduction

Dynamic programming (DP) is an algorithm design tech-
nique that uses memoization to improve the performance
of the recursive solution to an optimization problem [1]–
[4]. A DP algorithm outperforms the recursive solution by
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preventing the recomputation of overlapping subproblems.
It computes each subproblem exactly once and stores the
optimal solutions to the subproblems in a DP table to be
reused for building an optimal solution for a larger problem.
A DP algorithm can be viewed as trading off space for lower
computation time [2].
DP is one of the core techniques used in solving a vari-
ety of combinatorial optimization problems [5], [6]. It has
been widely used in many different applications, including
economics [7], bioinformatics and computational biology [8],
big data [9], [10] and machine learning [11], [12].
A wide class of DP algorithms can be represented in
a general form shown in Fig. 1. It is called the Gaussian
Elimination Paradigm (GEP) [13], [14]. In this form, a DP
algorithm processes the underlying DP table whose entries,
to be updated, are chosen from an arbitrary set S. The
cell c[i, j] gets updated based on the output of function
f : S×S×S×S → S over inputs c[i, j], c[i, k], c[k, j], and
c[k, k]. The set of updates the algorithm needs to perform is
denoted by ΣG. Floyd-Warshall’s all-pairs shortest path (FW-
APSP) [15], transitive closure [16], and Gaussian elimination
without pivoting (GE) [3], [17] are among the most important
examples of DP algorithms that fit into this form.

GEP (c, 1, n)

input: matrix c[1..n, 1..n]
1. for k = 1 to n do

2. for i = 1 to n do

3. for j = 1 to n do

4. if 〈i, j, k〉 ∈ ΣG

5. c[i, j] = f(c[i, j], c[i, k], c[k, j], c[k, k])

Fig. 1. The GEP form.

Apache Spark is a high-performance, scalable, general-
purpose distributed computing system [18], [19]. It allows
one to run batch, interactive and streaming jobs on a cluster
using the same unified framework [19]. Through the high-
level abstractions and easy-to-use APIs, it enables program-
mers to process large data sets, beyond what can fit into a
single compute machine [20]. The abstractions and APIs are
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designed in a way that programmers can rapidly implement
Spark applications that operate on datasets small enough to
fit into one machine and then run the same applications on
very large clusters and/or computational clouds without any
significant modification [21].
Currently, Apache Spark is among the most active open-
source projects in the Apache ecosystem [19]. Spark’s in-
memory execution model can lead to up to 100× faster
execution of the same job, compared to Hadoop’s MapReduce
[22], albeit with the cost of more memory consumption
[23]. It has been shown that Spark implementations of Word
Count, k-means and PageRank algorithms are 2.5×, 5×,
and 5× faster than their Hadoop’s MapReduce counterparts,
respectively [24]. This in-memory computing model can have
huge impact on the performance of iterative algorithms
that need to reuse data, including DP algorithms. As a
result of improved efficiency of Apache Spark over Hadoop’s
MapReduce, researchers have been using Apache Spark as the
core engine for solving problems in different areas, including
machine learning and data mining [25], [26], big data and
data science [27], [28], bioinformatics and computational
biology [29]–[31].

Our Contributions. In this paper, for the class of DP
problems in the GEP form (see Fig. 1), we provide well-

decomposable and easily tunable implementations for execu-
tion on Apache Spark. Our implementations are based on
parametric multi-way recursive divide and conquer (r-way
R-DP), which has recursive hierarchical structure. It has
already been shown that hierarchical algorithms are suitable
for hierarchical architectures (including shared-memory as
well as distributed-memory compute machines) [32]–[36]. In
this paper, we show that the parametric and recursive struc-

ture of the r-way R-DP algorithms provides the tunability and
adaptability needed for massively parallel execution on multi-
level software stacks (e.g., Apache Spark), which is a common
standard for execution of large-scale programs on clusters
and computation clouds. Considering the state-of-the-art im-
plementation [37] of FW-APSP algorithm in Apache Spark as
a baseline for one of our benchmarks, we show that using r-
way R-DP kernels instead of iterative kernels and offloading
the computation to an OpenMP environment (by running
parallel recursive r-way R-DP kernels) within Spark can
lead to at least 2× speedup.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the
basic concepts in Apache Spark. Then Section III provides a
literature survey on DP algorithms and their state-of-the-art
implementations on different architectures such as shared-
memory (multi- and manycores) and distributed-memory ma-
chines. It also provides a summary of existing research com-
paring HPC programming models and Big Data frameworks.
Section IV summarizes design methodologies for r-way R-
DP algorithms [34]–[36], [38], and explains how to map
the algorithms to the Spark framework. Section V provides
detailed experimental results illustrating the performance,
scalability, and portability of the Spark programs for different
DP algorithms. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. Overview of Apache Spark

There are three important concepts in Apache Spark:
• RDD (Resilient Distributed Datasets): RDD is the core
data abstraction that represents lazily evaluated, compile-
time type-safe, distributed collections [20]. RDD is further
divided into several partitions and distributed among the
executors. They are stored either in main memory or
persistent storage. Each machine in the cluster contains
one or more partitions. Spark keeps RDD partitions in
memory on the compute nodes (executors) to reduce I/Os
in repeated computations [20].

• Transformation: A transformation is a computation that
takes input (or parent) RDDs and generates output (or

child) RDDs. The RDD transformations are lazily evaluated,
which means they get computed only when an action is
triggered. From dependency perspective, transformations
can be classified into two categories [39]:
– Transformation with narrow dependencies: In such
transformations, each partition of the input RDD is used
by at most one partition of the output RDD. Thus, for
executing them, there is no need for data shuffle across
partitions and hence, they can be efficiently combined
and executed together in one pass of the data.

– Transformation with wide dependencies: In such
transformations, multiple output partitions may depend
on each partition in the input RDD. They are slow as
they often require all or some data to be shuffled over
the network1. Transformations with wide dependencies
break down the Spark job into stages [20]. Each stage
is a set of computations (i.e., a group of one or many
transformations with narrow dependencies) that can
be computed without a need for data shuffle. Corre-
sponding to each partition of input RDDs the stage
takes, there is one task. In Spark, task is considered
as the smallest unit of execution. All such tasks which
associate with one stage run the same code but on
different partitions of the input RDDs [20]. The number
of RDD partitions has a direct impact on the overall
performance as it impacts the data distribution through
the cluster and determines the number of tasks that will
be executing RDD transformations [40]. The number of
RDD partitions is configurable and by default, it is equal
to the total number of cores on all executor nodes.

• Action: An action is a computation that takes input RDDs
and generates the final result. Actions trigger the scheduler
to build a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The edges of the
DAG are determined by the dependencies between the
transformations [20]. Spark uses this DAG to define a series
of steps, called execution plan, to produce the final result.
Lazy evaluation helps Spark to optimize the execution plan
by grouping and fusing together the transformations to
avoid doing multiple passes through the underlying data
which leads to improved efficiency [20], [21].

1If Spark knows that the input RDD is already partitioned in a specific
way, the transfomration might not cause data shuffle
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III. Related Work

DP algorithms are specified using recurrence relations that
determine how and in which order one should fill out the
underlying DP table cells using the already-computed values
of other cells. The most common approach to implement DP
algorithms uses a loop-based program that populates the DP
table cells iteratively. Such implementations often have good
spatial locality2 and benefit from prefetching optimizations.
However, they do not perform efficiently due to the lack of
temporal locality3 [13], [41].

To prevail over the shortcomings of the loop-based DP
algorithms, recursive divide-&-conquer DP algorithms (2-
way R-DP) have been introduced [13], [14], [41]. The recur-
sive structure of the algorithms prevents inefficient memory
accesses and hence, provides the best opportunity to gain
excellent temporal locality and consequently much better
performance. Such algorithms execute iterative loop-based
kernels after reaching sufficiently small base cases. Reorder-
ing the execution of instructions inside the kernels enables
further optimizations such as vectorization, parallelization,
etc. I/O efficiency can also be obtained by using an optimizing
compiler transformation called tiling [42]. However, it has
been shown that unlike the tiled programs, recursive divide-
&-conquer DP algorithms are cache oblivious4 [13], [43] and
more importantly cache adaptive5 [41], [44].

Although the standard 2-way (or any fixed r-way) R-DP

algorithms have several advantages over their simple loop-
based counterparts, they have several shortcomings [34]–[36]
that limit their suitability for distributed-memory heteroge-
neous clusters.

• They are not suitable for architectures that have limited
support for recursion and require explicit memory instruc-
tions (either between the compute nodes, e.g., distributed-
memory computation via MPI, or between different levels
of the memory hierarchy, e.g., GPUs).

• One of the most important properties of distributed com-
puting systems (e.g., Spark, Hadoop, etc.) on clusters and
computation clouds is their ability to scale out by adding
more compute nodes to the cluster. This important feature
can lead to performance gain provided the computation
itself can scale out. In other words, the computation should
be easily decomposable into smaller units of work to be
distributed among the workers based on the hardware/-
software configuration of the cluster or the cloud. The
standard 2-way (or any fixed r-way) R-DP algorithms do
such decompositions recursively with low precision often
matching the required sizes only within a constant factor.

2i.e., whenever a cache block is brought into the cache, it contains as
much useful data as possible.
3i.e., whenever a cache block is brought into the cache, as much useful
work as possible is performed on this data before removing the block from
the cache.
4i.e., they are I/O efficient among every two consecutive levels of the
memory hierarchy without any specific tuning of the algorithm
5i.e., they can passively self-adapt to the changes in the size of available
space in a cache shared with other threads and processes

• In distributed cluster and cloud computing, a trade-off
between communication cost, parallelism, and memory
requirement is among the most important performance
challenges. Due to the scalability need as well as this trade-
off, it is crucial for the algorithm to be highly adaptive
and tunable so that the programmer can find the optimal
performance point (either on-the-fly by using adaptive
runtime configuration selection or using estimates from
hardware/software parameters using analytical models).
Though standard 2-way (or any fixed r-way) R-DP al-
gorithms are known to be adaptive and can be tuned, we
seek better precision and control.
The above limitations of 2-way R-DP algorithms have
led to the introduction and development of parametric r-
way recursive divide-&-conquer DP algorithms (r-way R-
DP) [34]–[36]. Section IV explains the design methodologies
of r-way R-DP algorithms which we use for our Spark
implementations. In the rest of this section, we go over
known research results on design and implementation of
several DP algorithms for different architectures. We also
include a brief literature survey on research comparing HPC
programming models and Big Data frameworks.
GPU algorithms have been designed for solving several
DP problems, e.g., Floyd-Warshall’s APSP [45]–[49], the
parenthesis problem family (including CYK algorithm, opti-
mal polygon triangulation, RNA folding, etc.) [50]–[53], and
sequence alignment [54]–[57]. Some results take advantage of
the fact that Floyd-Warshall’s APSP problem can be reduced
to a matrix-matrix multiplication kernel, on a semiring, e.g.,
R-Kleene’s algorithm [48], [58], [59].
Several researchers have introduced high performance
distributed-memory graph algorithms [60]–[62] as well as dy-
namic programming algorithms in various application areas
[61]–[69]. Wang et al. have introduced DPX10, a framework
for generating distributed implementations of iterative DP
programs [70]. DPX10 exploits node-level, and thread-level
parallelism. Hegde et al. have extended AutoGen [41] to
produce MPI-based distributed-memory implementations of
DP algorithms [71]. A runtime system dynamically executes
the 2-way recursive algorithm until the subproblem sizes
become small enough to be assigned to other processes
for execution. Graph algorithms on MapReduce have been
introduced by several researchers [72]–[75]. Apache Spark
provides frameworks such as GraphX [76] and GraphFrame
[77] which can compute multi-source shortest-paths.
Schoeneman and Zola [37] have recently introduced an
efficient implementation of the blocked all-pairs shortest-
paths (FW-APSP) algorithm [78] for Apache Spark. They have
shown the importance of tuning performance factors (e.g.,
block decomposition parameter, RDD partitioning granular-
ity, etc). In addition, their experimental results indicate that a
communication-efficient distributed-memory MPI implemen-
tation [62] outperforms their Spark implementation which
reflects Spark’s trade-off between programmer’s productivity
and scalability. Our work in the current paper improves
over their FW-APSP solver by using r-way R-DP algorithms
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[34]–[36], [38] as kernels instead of using iterative kernels,
and additionally extends their solution, as a general frame-
work, to a wider class of DP problems in GEP form.
Jha et al. [79] and Asaadi et al. [80] have presented
a general comparison of the current HPC programming
models (e.g., MPI, OpenMP, etc) and Big Data frameworks
(e.g., Hadoop, Spark, etc). For several benchmarks from
distributed graph algorithms and machine learning applica-
tions, including Latent Dirichlet Allocation, PageRank, Single
Source Shortest Path, and Canonical Polyadic Decomposition,
Anderson et al. have shown that offloading the computation
to an MPI environment provides 3.1− 17.7× speedups [81].
Similarly, we show that offloading the computation to an
OpenMP environment (by running parallel recursive r-way
R-DP kernels) within Spark is at least partially responsible
for a 2− 5× speedup of the DP benchmarks.
IV. Parametric Multi-way Recursive Divide-&-Conqer

DP (r-wayR-DP) Algorithms

In this section, first we review how to transfrom a standard
2-way R-DP into a parametric r-way R-DP using an inline
and optimize approach [34]–[36]. As an alternative approach,
we also review how to systematically obtain an r-way R-
DP algorithm from the loop-based specification of a DP
algorithm by using polyhedral compiler transformations [36],
[38]. For the rest of the paper, we consider Gaussian Elimi-
nation without pivoting (GE) [3], [17] as a running example.
Although GE is not usually considered a DP algorithm, it fits
into the GEP framework. The GE algorithm is used in Linear
Algebra to solve systems of linear equations [3], [17]. It is also
used for solving LU decomposition of symmetric positive-
definite or diagonally dominant real matrices [3], [17]. In
the GE problem, a system of (n − 1) equations in (n − 1)
unknowns (x1, x2, ..., xn−1) is represented by an n×nmatrix
X , where each row represents an equation. For example,
the pth row, represents the equation

∑n−1
j=1 (X[p, j]× xj) =

X[p, n]. A loop-based implementation of GE is provided in
Fig. 2.

LOOP GE(X)

1. for k = 1 to (n− 1) do
2. for i = (k + 1) to n do

3. for j = k to n do

4. X[i, j]− = (X[i, k]×X[k, j])/X[k, k]

Fig. 2. Iterative algorithm for Gaussian Elimination w/o pivoting (GE).

A. First design methodology: inline and optimize

In this section, we review the first methodology [34]–
[36] for designing r-way R-DP algorithms for several DP
problems in the fractal-DP class [41]. The procedure starts by
using either AutoGen [41] or Bellmania [82] to automatically
obtain the standard 2-way R-DP for the given DP problem.
The 2-way algorithm is, indeed, a special case of the general
2t-way algorithm, where t = 1. To generalize the algorithm
to r-way R-DP (where r = 2t), starting from t = 1, the

approach repeatedly applies the following two refinement
steps until the general pattern representing the algorithm in
a compact form is identifiable. These steps are used to derive
the 2(t+1)-way algorithm from 2t-way:

1) Take the 2t-way R-DP algorithm and inline each recur-
sive function call by one level of recursion based on the
2-way R-DP specification of the function. The output is
an inefficient 2(t+1)-way R-DP algorithm.

2) To execute the algorithm as efficiently as possible (i.e., in
as few parallel stages as possible), move each function call
to the lowest possible stage (i.e., the earliest time) without
violating the following dependency constraints, where for
function F , W (F ) denotes the DP subtable F writes to
and R(F ) denotes the set of DP subtables F reads from:
• IfW (F1) �= W (F2) andW (F1) ∈ R(F2), then F1 must
be executed before F2 (denoted by F1 → F2).

• If W (F1) = W (F2) and only F1 is flexible, i.e.,
W (F1) /∈ R(F1), then F1 must be executed before F2

(denoted by F1 → F2).
• If W (F1) = W (F2) and both F1 and F2 are flexible,
then they can be executed in any order but not in
parallel (denoted by F1 ←→ F2)

• If F1 and F2 do not satisfy any of the above rules, then
they can be executed in parallel (denoted by F1||F2).

Fig. 3 shows part of refining the 2-way GE algorithm
and reducing the stages of parallelism. After some level of
refinements, the pattern of function calls becomes apparent
and the algorithm in a compact form can be represented.
Fig. 4 shows the r-way R-DP algorithm for GE.

Fig. 3. Refining 2-way R-DP of AGE by one level. The functions in stages
5 and 6 are moved to stages 2 and 3 respectively.

It is worth mentioning that in the r-way R-DP, the prob-
lem size is always assumed to be divisible by the parameter
r. In cases where it is not divisible, virtual padding can be
applied to increase the problem size to the next smallest
value which is divisible by r. Javanmard et al. [34]–[36] have
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AGE(X, r)

1. if X is a small matrix then loop-based GE(X)
2. else
3. for k ← 0 to (r − 1) do
4. AGE(Xkk, r)
5. parallel for i ← k + 1 to (r − 1) do
6. BGE(Xki, Xkk, Xkk, r), CGE(Xik, Xkk, Xkk, r)
7. DGE(Xlm, Xlk, Xkm, Xkk, r), par for l,m ∈ [k+1,r-1]

DGE(X,U, V,W, r)

1. if X is a small matrix then loop-based GE(X,U, V,W )
2. else
3. for k ← 0 to (r − 1) do
4. DGE(Xij , Xik, Vkj ,Wkk, r), par for i ∈ [0,r-1], j ∈ [0,r-1]

BGE(X,U,W, r)

1. if X is a small matrix then loop-based GE(X,U,W )
2. else
3. for k ← 0 to (r − 1) do
4. BGE(Xkj , Ukk,Wkk, r), par for j ∈ [0,r-1]
5. DGE(Xij , Uik, Xkj ,Wkk, r), par for i ∈ [k+1,r-1], j ∈ [0,r-1]

CGE(X,V,W, r)

1. if X is a small matrix then loop-based GE(X,V,W )
2. else
3. for k ← 0 to (r − 1) do
4. CGE(Xik, Vkk,Wkk, r), par for i ∈ [0,r-1]
5. DGE(Xij , Xik, Vkj ,Wkk, r), par for j ∈ [k+1,r-1], i ∈ [0,r-1]

Fig. 4. An r-way R-DP for Gaussian elimination without pivoting (GE).

shown that these algorithms are theoretically and practically
efficient on various architectures including multicores, many-
cores and distribute-memory machines. They have provided
experimental results for GPU and MPI-based distributed-
memory algorithms as well as detailed discussions on how to
choose an optimal value of r and how to map the algorithm
to GPUs and distributed-memory machines.

B. Second design methodology: using polyhedral compiler

transformations

In this section, we review the second methodology for
designing r-way R-DP algorithms using polyhedral com-
piler transformations [36], [38]. The procedure first applies
a mono-parametric tiling transformation [83]. It has been
proven that a mono-parametrically tiled program is a polyhe-
dral program and hence standard polyhedral representation
and analysis can be applied to it [84]. Such a program
consists of a sequence of nested for loops, iterating over
the tiles (called inter-tile loop nests) and inside each tile,
iterating over the points inside the tile (called intra-tile loop
nests). As the second step, the program is transformed into a
recursive form [85], by (1) replacing the intra-tile loop nest
with a recursive function call with proper loop bounds and
recursion variables (e.g., base case size and the parameter r)
and (2) including recursion base case. After applying the first
two transformations, a single-function recursive program is
generated which reads one or more input tiles and updates
the output tile. However, by further analysis of the recursive
function calls, we can identify the cases (i.e., the function
calls) where the input tiles can fully overlap with or be
entirely disjoint from the output tile.
As the third step, using index set splitting transformation
[86] with the criteria of disjointness of the output tile
from the input tiles, the inter-tile loop is decomposed into
different cases with different degree of overlap or disjointness
among the input and output tiles. For each such case, a
new recursive function is introduced, with the purpose of
providing further opportunity for the next transformation
to produce a more efficient algorithm from the parallelism
perspective: the more disjoint the input and output tiles are,

the more relaxed the data dependencies among the tiles and
hence, more parallelism across calls can be exploited. Each
of the newly introduced recursive functions is processed in
the same manner. The final step is applying data dependence
analysis among the function calls [87] (whether there exists a
loop-carried data dependence, and between each consecutive
function calls whether there is any data dependence) and
emitting a (doall and docross) parallel implementation.

C. Apache Spark r-way R-DP Implementations

By carefully analyzing the r-wayR-DP algorithm, we find
a general iterative pattern of recursive function calls (e.g., in
Fig. 4 function AGE first calls AGE recursively, then calls
functions BGE , and CGE , etc). This pattern indicates how
to map them to the Apache Spark framework. Considering
the top level recursive function (e.g., AGE), we design an
algorithm which executes the same sequence of recursive
function calls. In Spark implementations, those functions
are ARecGE, BRecGE, CRecGE, and DRecGE, which corre-
spond to AGE , BGE , CGE , and DGE , respectively, in Fig. 4.
Each iteration of the algorithm is further decomposed into
stages and each stage consists of some function calls exe-
cuting concurrently. In our implementations, the underlying
DP table is decomposed into r× r tiles, where, for achieving
better performance, the decomposition parameter r can be
tuned, either on-the-fly by using adaptive runtime configu-
ration selection or using estimates from hardware/software
parameters based on analytical models. We use pair RDD [21]
to represent the underlying DP, which is a mapping, whose
key (i, j) (where i, j ∈ [0, r − 1]) is the coordinate of the
tile and whose value is the corresponding tile DP (i, j) in
Spark. It is worth mentioning that the grid-based DP table
decomposition is different from the Spark’s RDD partitioning
scheme. Single RDD partition can have multiple DP blocks.
For our benchmarks introduced in Section V-A, irrespective
of whether the function kernels are recursive or iterative, we
provide two implementations [37]:
• In-Memory (IM) Implementation: In each iteration of r-
way R-DP algorithms, since there are data dependencies
between function kernels in one stage and the previous
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stage, each function kernel is responsible for making an
updated output tile/block as well as making copies of the
updated tile/block required for the function kernels in
the next stage. For example, in an r-way GE algorithm,
in iteration k (for k<r), function ARecGE updates the
block with key (k,k) and makes 2 × (r − k − 1) +
(r − k − 1)2 copies of it to be used by functions BRecGE
(which updates the block DP(k,j) using the input tile
DP(k,k) for j>k), CRecGE (which updates the block
DP(i,k) using the input tile DP(k,k) for i>k), and
DRecGE (which updates the block DP(i,j) using the
input tiles DP(i,k), DP(k,j), and DP(k,k) for i>k
and j>k) in the next stages of the current iteration of
the algorithm. These copies are, indeed, a mapping from
(i, k) or (k, j) or (i, j) to the updated block DP(k,k).
By using a transformation combineByKey(), they are
coupled with the block DP (i, k) or DP (k, j) or DP (i, j)
for executing functions BRecGE or CRecGE or DRecGE,
respectively (e.g., the transformation combineByKey()
makes a mapping from (i, k) to [DP (k, k), DP (i, k)]).
Although this implementation is completely based on
Apache Spark features, because of using communication-
expensive transformations with wide dependencies (e.g.,
combineByKey()), it has two major drawbacks, which
in some benchmarks (with complicated and heavy commu-
nication patterns), can lead to a very poor performance:
1) Data shuffles can incur high communication cost.
2) It is also constrained by the size of the underlying
SSDs [37]. This constraint is due to the fact that for
executing transformations with wide dependencies, the
intermediate data should be staged in the local SSDs
before shuffling and hence, for large inputs or small
inputs with many replicates, it can lead to a failure in
the execution of the algorithm.

Listing 1 shows the In-Memory Spark implementation of
the GE algorithm.

1 for k in range(0, r):
2 # Stage 1: calling function A
3 aBlocks = DP.filter(FilterA(k)).flatMap(ARecGE)
4 .partitionBy(p,partitioner)
5 # Stage 2: calling functions B and C
6 abcBlocks = DP.filter(FilterA(k) or FilterB(k) or
7 FilterC(k))
8 .union(aBlocks).combineByKey(..)
9 .flatMap(BCRecGE)
10 .partitionBy(p,partitioner)
11 # Stage 3: calling functions D
12 abcdBlocks = DP.filter(FilterD(k)).union(abcBlocks)
13 .combineByKey(..)
14 .mapPartitions(DRecGE)
15 .partitionBy(p,partitioner)
16 # Preparation for the next iteration
17 # prevBlocks: blocks not touched in this iteration
18 prevBlocks = DP.filter(not(FilterA(k) or
19 FilterB(k) or
20 FilterC(k) or
21 FilterD(k)))
22 DP = sc.union([prevBlocks,abcdBlocks])
23 .partitionBy(p,partitioner)

Listing 1. In-Memory implementation of GE R-way R-DP algorithm.

• Collect-Broadcast (CB) Implementation: Unlike the
IM implementation, instead of using transformations with

wide dependencies, such as combineByKey(), we alle-
viate the costly data shuffle by using collect() which
brings the required block(s) to the Spark’s driver node.
Then the driver node distributes the block(s) to the execu-
tors via shared persistent storage. So, the function kernels
(e.g., ARecGE, etc) do not make any copy after making an
updated output tile/block. In this way, we trade efficiency
at the expense of using auxiliary storage. Listing 2 shows
the Collect-Broadcast Spark implementation of GE.
In the Spark implementations, we use predicate functions
FilterX (X ∈ {A, B, C, D}) to extract the correct
set of blocks to be updated. They are defined based on
the lower bounds and upper bounds of the for loops in
the function AGE in Fig. 4. For example, FilterD is
defined as FilterD[((l,m),DP(l,m)),k]: return
(l>k&&l<r&&m>k&&m<r). Functions ARecGE, BCRecGE,
and DRecGE can be implemented iteratively or recursively
using the I/O efficient r-way R-DP algorithms [34]–[36]. As
a result, we have two important parameters to tune: (1) the
block decomposition parameter r used in the top level Spark
program (e.g., in line 1 of Lst. 1, and Lst. 2), and (2) rshared
which is used for recursive kernels to execute rshared-way
recursive R-DP in executors.

1 for k in range(0, r):
2 # Stage 1: calling function A
3 aBlock = DP.filter(FilterA(k)).map(ARecGE)
4 aBlock.collect().tofile()
5 # Stage 2: calling functions B and C
6 bcBlocks = DP.filter(FilterB(k) or FilterC(k))
7 .map(BCRecGE)
8 bcBlockscollect = bcBlocks.collect()
9 for block in bcBlocks: block.tofile()
10 # Stage 3: calling functions D
11 dBlocks = DP.filter(FilterD(k)).map(DEecGE)
12 # Preparation for the next iteration
13 # prevBlocks: blocks not touched in this iteration
14 prevBlocks = DP.filter(not(FilterA(k) or
15 FilterB(k) or
16 FilterC(k) or
17 FilterD(k)))
18 DP = sc.union([prevBlocks,aBlock,bcBlocks,dBlocks])
19 .partitionBy(p,partitioner)

Listing 2. Collect-Broadcast implementation of GE R-way R-DP algorithm.

V. Experimental Results

In this section, we present the performance, scalability and
portability plots for our Spark implementations. Specifically,
for the all-pairs shortest path problem [15], we compare our
implementations with the state-of-the-art Spark implementa-
tion by Schoeneman and Zola [37] which contains only iter-
ative kernels and works on undirected graphs. We extended
their implementation to the more general case of directed
graphs. Additionally, our implementation has the flexibility
of having either iterative kernels or recursive (rshared-way
recursive R-DP for different values of rshared) kernels
implemented in OpenMP. Our experimental results indicate
that optimized I/O-efficient recursive kernels employed by
Spark executors outperform the iterative kernels (i.e., the
baselines). We also illustrate how the tunable parameters –
(1) the block decomposition parameter r used in the top level
Spark program, and (2) rshared used inside the executors for
recursive kernels – impact the overall performance.
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����������
OMP NUM
THREADS

executor-
cores 32 16 8 4 2 1

2 381 387 425 461 771 1302
4 264 262 288 324 534 944
8 213 211 280 262 421 741
16 292 285 429 330 407 696
32 581 601 752 656 668 829

TABLE I
Comparing performance of GE benchmark (in seconds) for different
combinations of executor-cores and OMP NUM THREADS

A. Benchmarks

From the GEP class of DP algorithms, we consider the
following two algorithms – one solving a graph problem and
the other solving a problem from linear algebra:
• Floyd-Warshall’s All-Pairs Shortest Path (FW-APSP).

Floyd [15] introduced a DP algorithm that finds the short-
est path between every pair of vertices in a directed graph.
Warshall introduced an algorithm for finding transitive
closure [16]. Later, Aho et al. introduced an algebraic
structure, known as closed semiring, as a general frame-
work for solving path problems in directed graphs [88].
They have introduced an algorithm for finding a set of all
paths between each pair of vertices in a directed graph.
Indeed, the algorithms introduced by Floyd and Warshall
are specific cases of the problem in the closed semiring
introduced by Aho et al. A directed graph is represented
as G = (V,E), where V = {v1, v2, ..., vn} contains the
vertices of the graph and each edge (vi, vj) is labeled by an
element l(vi, vj) of some closed semiring (S,

⊕
,
⊙

, 0, 1).
For i, j ∈ [1, n] and k ∈ [0, n], let d(k)[i, j] represent
the smallest cost path from vi to vj with intermediate
vertices from the set {v1, v2, ..., vk}. Then d(n)[i, j] is the
cost of the shortest path from vi to vj . Assuming d0[i, j]
= l(vi, vj), i �= j and d0[i, i] = 1, the following recurrence
computes all d(k)[i, j] for all k > 0:

d(k)[i, j] = d(k−1)[i, j]
⊕

(d(k−1)[i, k]
⊙

d(k−1)[k, j])

The FW-APSP algorithm computes over a particular closed
semiring (R,min,+,+∞, 0). Fig. 5 represents the loop-
based iterative implementation of FW-APSP.

LOOP FW − APSP (X)

1. for k = 1 to n do

2. for i = 1 to n do

3. for j = 1 to n do

4. d[i, j] = d[i, j]
⊕

(d[i, k]
⊙

[k, j])

Fig. 5. Iterative algorithm for FW-APSP problem.

FW-APSP is among the most fundamental graph algo-
rithms. It has applications in various scientific and engi-
neering areas, including logic programming [89], optimiz-
ing compilers [90], verification and model-checking tools
[91], software-defined computer networks [92], transporta-
tion research [93]–[95], wireless sensor networks [96], etc.

����������
OMP NUM
THREADS

executor-
cores 32 16 8 4 2 1

2 339 347 451 696 1209 2233
4 310 310 334 508 864 1608
8 302 303 321 403 688 1274
16 318 323 342 410 591 1084
32 363 360 382 446 605 977

TABLE II
Comparing performance of FW-APSP benchmark (in seconds) for

different combinations of executor-cores and OMP NUM THREADS

• Gaussian Elimination without Pivoting (GE). GE is
among the most important linear algebra algorithms which
is used to solve systems of linear equations and LU
decomposition of symmetric positive-definite or diagonally
dominant real matrices [3], [17]. Further explanation of GE
algorithm was provided in Section IV.

B. Experimental Setup

For each of the above benchmarks, we have four different
implementations: (1) IM implementation with the iterative
kernel, (2) IM implementation with recursive r-way R-DP

kernel, (3) CB implementation with the iterative kernel, and
(4) CB implementation with recursive r-way R-DP kernel.
We have used Spark 2.2.0 pySpark and Python 2.7. The
iterative kernels are implemented using Python and Numba
v0.47 JIT compiler [97]. The iterative kernels are offloaded
to bare-metal via Numpy 1.16.6 and SciPy. The recursive
kernels are implemented in C and OpenMP [98]. They are
compiled by gcc 7.3.0 with -Ofast and --march=native
optimization flags to generate shared objects and called by
the executors using Cython 0.29.14 [99], [100].
The experiments were carried out on a standalone Apache
Spark cluster with 16 compute nodes, which are intercon-
nected through GbE network. For weak scalability plots
(Fig. 9), we used a cluster with 1, 8, or 64 compute nodes.
Each node in the cluster had two 16-core Intel Skylake
(Intel Xeon Gold 6130 2.10GHz) processors with 32KB L1
and 1024KB L2 caches, and 192GB of RAM. Each node had
one standard 1TB SSD drive. We allocated one executor per
compute node. Additionally, inside each compute node, the
Spark executor used all the cores. The implementation is
available at [101]

C. Performance Results

Irrespective of the type of kernels (iterative or recursive)
used, for distributed-memory parallel computations we solely
rely on the capabilities of Apache Spark. For parallelism
inside each compute node (i.e., shared-memory parallelism),
(1) we have one executor per node and set multiple tasks
(or logical cores) to run in parallel inside each executor
(by setting the parameter executor-cores to the total
number of physical cores in each compute node), and (2)
we set the total number of RDD partitions to a value
larger than the total number of physical cores in the cluster
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Fig. 6. Various Spark implementation of our benchmarks.

(based on Spark guidelines [102], 2× to 4× the total num-
ber of cores, and we chose to have 2× the total number
of cores, similar to [37]). However, for recursive kernels,
since we used OpenMP, we have one more key perfor-
mance factor: OMP NUM THREADS. As a result, for shared-
memory parallelism we had to check various combinations
of executor-cores and OMP NUM THREADS.
Table I shows excerpt of execution of GE (on a 16-
node cluster), for problem size 32K × 32K with blocks of
size 1K × 1K , using a CB implementation with recursive
4-way R-DP kernels. Table II shows the same for FW-
APSP but using an IM implementation with recursive 16-
way R-DP kernels. These results confirm that for any
specific value of executor-cores, increasing the value
of OMP NUM THREADS can improve the overall perfor-
mance up to some point but increasing further results in
thread oversubscription (similar to [103]) which leads to
drastic degradation of performance. As a result, For the
benchmarks with parallel recursive kernels, to ensure that
we have obtained the best performance to report, we set the
executor-cores to the total number of physical cores
in each compute node but executed the benchmarks with
various values for OMP NUM THREADS and reported the
one producing the best performance.

In addition to the performance factors explained above,
there are other important factors to explore, which are:
(1) different types of kernels (iterative and recursive), (2)
the block decomposition parameter r used in the top level
Spark program (which determines the block size executors
are processing), and (3) rshared used inside the executors
for recursive kernels (which determines the recursive fan-out
and hence coarse-grained parallelism as well as the sub-block

size for the recursive kernels).

For each of the benchmarks, we ran several experiments
for block sizes in {256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096} (i.e., for the
problem size 32K × 32K , having blocking factor r ∈
{64, 32, 16, 8}). For rshared-way R-DP recursive kernels,
we tried rshared values from {2, 4, 8, 16} (with various
OMP NUM THREADS). We fixed the following parameters:

• We set the problem size to 32K×32K , i.e., the underlying
DP table has size 32K × 32K .

• We set the number of executors to 16 (we ran the experi-
ments on a cluster with 16 compute nodes).

• We set the executor/driver memory to 160GB.
• We set the number of RDD partitions to 1024 which
is 2× total number of cores = 2× number of compute
nodes × (number of cores in each compute node) =
2 × 16 × 32 = 1024. To minimize the frequency of Spark
shuffles, blocks to be processed should be assigned to the
same partitions, and partitions should be evenly distributed
among executors [102]. However, due to the probabilistic
nature of the default partitioner, there is no such guarantee.
As a result, to have a better load balance, the ratio between
the total number of RDD partitions and the number of
available cores should be more than one. That’s why, we
decided to have 2× the total number of cores as the
number of RDD partitions.

• We used Spark’s default partitioner.

Fig. 6 compares various Spark implementations of our
benchmarks (in seconds). The missing bars (e.g., IM 16-
way for FW-APSP) indicate experiments taking more than
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8 hours to run6. In our FW-APSP experiments, unlike the
GE benchmark, IM implementations outperformed CB imple-
mentations in most of the cases. There are two main reasons
for such behavior:
• In FW-APSP, the dependencies among the kernels are much
lighter and simpler than the GE benchmark and hence, in
IM implementations, making multiple copies of the blocks
and distributing them among the consumer kernels (in the
next stage, i.e, kernels B and C) is not a bottleneck for the
overall computation (see Fig. 7). However, in the GE bench-
mark, as kernel A has to copy the block it just updated
to almost all other kernels B, C, and D and redistributes
it, the dependency pattern among the kernels are much
heavier and more complicated. Hence, making multiple
copies of the blocks and distributing them becomes a huge
performance bottleneck for the overall performance in IM
implementations for small block sizes (the smaller the
block size, the more blocks exist and hence, more time-
consuming the block copy and distribution process). A
CB implementation of the GE benchmark alleviates this
problem at the expense of using auxiliary storage.

• In an IM implementation, there are multiple executions of
the partitioner, unlike in a CB implementation which has
one execution of the partitioner at the end of each iteration
of the outermost loop which can lead to a potentially better
load-balanced execution (see Lst. 1 and Lst. 2).

Fig. 7. Data dependencies among kernels are shown with arrows.

In the FW-APSP benchmark, for the iterative kernel, the
best running time of 651 seconds is obtained by the IM
execution with block size 256. However, the best running
time with the recursive kernel is for the IM execution
with 16-way recursive kernel with block size 1024 and 8
OMP NUM THREADS, which is 302 seconds (2.1× faster).
For the GE benchmark, as explained above, CB implemen-
tations outperformed the IM implementations. Additionally,
for iterative kernels, the best running time of 1032 seconds is
obtained by the CB execution with block size 512. However,
the best running time with the recursive kernel is obtained
by the CB execution with a 4-way recursive kernel with
block size 2048 and OMP NUM THREADS= 16, which is
204 seconds (5× faster). Looking at the running time patterns
for the iterative kernels (in both benchmarks), we observe
that the block size directly impacts the level of available
parallelism, and the level of data movement. Too large a block

6For the readability of the plots, we intentionally omit the bars for the
iterative kernels with block size 4096. For the FW-APSP benchmark, the IM
implementation took 14530 seconds and the CB implementation took 14480
seconds. For the GE benchmark, the IM and the CB implementations took
11344 seconds 15548 seconds, respectively.

Fig. 9. Weak scaling of benchmarks FW-APSP and GE.

size may serialize the Spark execution or make staging data
blocks in the auxiliary storage a performance bottleneck. On
the other hand, very small blocks lead to huge overheads due
to task scheduling and data shuffling. As a result, the block
size should be selected carefully. Another important take-
away from the figure is that for small block sizes (i.e., 512)
since the blocks fit in the L2 cache, performance of iterative
kernels and recursive kernels are similar. However, for larger
block sizes (i.e., 1024 and beyond), since the blocks do not
fit in L2, the recursive kernels significantly outperform the
iterative kernels.
To generate weak scalability plots, for FW-APSP, we set

work per compute node (i.e., N3

p ) to the fixed value of
4K and for the GE benchmark, we set work per compute
node to the fixed value of 8K . We chose some of the
efficient configurations for both kernels. For FW-APSP, the
first configuration was an IM execution with an iterative
kernel using block size 512, and the second was an IM exe-
cution with 4-way recursive kernel with block size 1024 and
OMP NUM THREADS= 8. For GE, the first configuration
was a CB execution with an iterative kernel using block
size 512, and the second configuration was a CB execution
with a 4-way recursive kernel using block size 1024 and
OMP NUM THREADS= 8. Fig. 9 illustrates weak scalability
of various kernels. As the Figure shows, the 4-way recursive
kernel CB execution of GE scales better than its iterative
kernel CB execution.
Additionally, in order to evaluate performance portability
and robustness of our implementations, we used another
standalone Apache Spark cluster with 16 compute nodes and
repeated the FW-APSP experiments. In this cluster, each node
had dual 10-core Intel Haswell (Xeon E5-2650v3 2.30GHz)
processors and 64GB of RAM. All nodes were interconnected
via a standard GbE network. The local storage in each node
was deployed on 7500rpm SATA spinning hard drives. For
this cluster, we fixed the following parameters:
• We set the number of executors to 16.
• We set the problem size to 32K×32K , i.e., the underlying
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Fig. 8. Comparing performance of FW-APSP benchmark in two different clusters

DP table has size 32K × 32K .
• We set the number of RDD partitions to 640, which is 2×
the total number of cores = 2× 16× 20 = 640.

• We set executor/driver memory to 60GB.
Fig. 8 provides the performance comparison between the two
clusters. The missing bars (e.g., CB and IM iterative kernel
executions for block size 4096) indicate time-out, mainly for
the weaker cluster which is cluster #2, as our experiments
were constrained to terminate within 8 hours. Results in
Fig. 8 confirm that for the Spark implementations, if block
decomposition factor r as well as rshared for recursive
kernels are chosen independent of the system configuration,
the resulting implementation can be very inefficient. For
example, on the first cluster, the IM implementation with
4-way recursive kernel with block size 1024 runs in 302
seconds (almost the best performance obtained in the first
cluster). However, the same combination of parameters on
the second cluster takes 3144 seconds which is 3.3× slower
than the best running time obtained with the second cluster
(951 seconds). As a result, to run efficiently on a given cluster,
the value of these two important parameters may need to
be different based on the hardware/software configuration
(including the number of compute nodes, cores per compute
node available, and the sizes of memory/caches at different
levels of the memory hierarchy).

VI. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed and implemented r-way R-
DP algorithms from the Gaussian Elimination Paradigm
using the Apache Spark framework. We summarized dif-
ferent design methodologies to obtain the algorithms. We
provided several implementations for each of the benchmarks
including IM and CB implementations with iterative and
recursive kernels. We learned that the dependency structure
among the kernels determines whether the IM or the CB
implementation performs better. For shared-memory parallel

implementations, in order to obtain high-performance, we
emphasized the importance of finding the right combination
of executor-cores and OMP NUM THREADS, and the
value of rshared for parallel recursive rshared-way R-DP

kernels. Additionally, we illustrated how the tunable block
decomposition parameter r used in the top level Spark
program impacts the overall performance. Experiments on
two different clusters suggest that the recursive kernels
are more robust than iterative kernels under changes in
the amount of available memory. Such experiments also
reveal the importance of tuning the algorithmic (i.e., r
and rshared) and runtime parameters (executor-cores
and OMP NUM THREADS) to find the high-performance
execution. In summary, experimental results illustrate the
importance of scalability, tunability and adaptability of r-
way R-DP algorithms which make them great candidates
for heterogeneous supercomputers, clusters and computation
clouds.
Some potential future directions extending our current
work are as follows.
• We would like to extend the framework to include other
data-intensive DP algorithms (beyond GEP) and later, be-
yond DP algorithms, which can benefit from the recursive
divide-and-conquer structure of r-way R-DP algorithms.

• In this work, we have used Apache Spark’s default par-
titioner. However, the dependency structure among the
kernels provides an opportunity to design and implement
highly-efficient custom partitioners. We will design and
implement such partitioners next.
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